Photo Opportunity Template - Style 2
Purpose
The purpose of this document is to identify points of interest for photographers. The document
does not attempt to create an itenerary nor address logistical issues.

This is a template document. Delete all text that is RED. Replace
it with your content. The Trip Profile cannot exceed one page.
Trip Profile
Topic
Trip Name
Short Description
Website
Contributor/email
Travel Time

Details

Date trip taken
Points of Interest
Address for
Mapping
Software
Restrictions /
Safety Issues
Entry Fee
Lodging Notes

When was this trip taken or when was this document created.

Dining Notes
Best shooting
time of day
Primary GPS
Coordinate

Country_State_City(area)_trip abbreviation Area=north/south/etc.
Is this a tour of a city, a visit to a downtown area, or what?

If possible, a URL for additional location information.
Your name (optional)
From a major location (Dallas or Fort Worth, what is the duration of
the drive?
Wildlife, landscapes, cityscapes,
Insert the address for the initial destination.

If you have specifics, then put it in an Appendix. This should just be
an overview, eg; Many name brand hotels are available.
If you have specifics, then put it in an Appendix. This should just be
an overview, eg; Many name brand restaurants are available.
Is there any specific time of day that is best?
This is optional

Special notes
ID
1
2
3

Note
Are there any safety concerns?
Are there specific dates or times that need to be discussed, eg; The fall colors in this
area a at their peak from Novemer 1 to November 15.
Are there any legal issues, eg; The security guards will not allow tripods on the Las
Colinas Mustang Plaza.

Photo Opportunity Template - Style 2
Overview
This is an overview of the route from
Dallas area to the refuge.

Stop 1 – Photo Opportunity 1
Identify and describe the opportunity. Add pictures if they help. If a GPS
coordinate is available, it can be added.

Stop 2 – Photo Opportunity
Identify and describe the opportnity. Add pictures if they help.

Appendix A – Restaurant Suggestions
Use an appendix to describe non photography aspects such as specific lodging
recommendations or restaurants or shopping opportunities.

End of document

